Headplates

KEY FACTS
WOW Saddles are the world’s first truly modular saddle. That
means you can select any one of 3 tree shapes in any one of 4
lengths, any one of 21 headplate angles and profiles (V, U, UU) and
any one of around 20 panel shapes to fit the horse precisely; then
choose from a dozen seat styles and combine with any flap style, set
in a choice of 4 angles to suit the rider and their discipline.
WOW Saddles can be adjusted in many ways to ensure the fit
keeps pace with a horse’s changing shape and the rider’s
requirements. The headplates offer the widest range of angles on
the market, and three different width profiles. There are
innumerable girthing options, especially useful where a saddle tends
to slide forward or back. The Flair air flocking can be adjusted in
seconds while the rider is in the saddle to fine-tune balance or
asymmetry. Flaps can be rotated forward or back or even swapped
to suit different activities or riders. Three stirrup leather positions
optimise the rider’s leg position and effectiveness.
The most important aspects of WOW’s patented design are the Yshaped tree, the PPS (Pointless Panel System) and the Flair Air
Flocking system. Together these allow the front of the saddle to
move laterally with the horse’s movement, while the seat (and
rider) remain still. The freedom this gives the horse to rotate the
scapula and come up in front is extraordinary. The panel design,
incorporating PPS (no tree points), has a larger bearing surface than
a typical Western saddle, to spread the rider’s weight, whilst Flair
allows the horse to swing through the back showing more
expression.

Flap angles

Flair air flocking

Three leather positions

Y-shaped tree, PPS, lateral
flexion

Saddles are made to order, so can be personalised as required with
coloured, patterned or textured leathers, stitch patterns or
Swarovski crystals.
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